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The automotive industry is experiencing a shift that will gradually see vehicles defined more by the software they

utilize and integrate than the hardware they are built on. As such, the significance of in-vehicle apps for both the

industry and the overall user experience is increasing. These apps, developed by OEMs and third-party developers,

work to offer consumers the functionality and convenience experienced in consumer electronics.

To make sense of the automotive app market for OEMs and developers, SBD has produced the Automotive App

Guide. The guide works to understand the automotive app landscape by providing insight into the latest trends and

activities from key players in different regions. It takes a deep dive into the in-vehicle app ecosystem, profiling and

comparing the apps offered from a broad selection of legacy OEMs and new players.

The guide is updated bi-annually with dedicated versions for Europe, China, and North America to help OEMs and

developers stay on top of trends and up to date with this rapidly evolving landscape. The guide's Apps to Consider

section includes recommendations from SBD's UX experts for apps that few or no OEMs are offering today but

could see success in the future.
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> Which OEMs have the most 
competitive connected car 
services/apps offering and 
what are they planning 
next?

> What are the different 
ways in which apps are 
developed by OEMs?

> How is the end customer 
sentiment on the 
implementation analysis of 
user reviews?

> What are the main use cases 
to cover?

Key questions answered
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Introduction

Introduction

In order to offer consumers, the functionality OEMs have become accustomed to 
in the consumer electronics world, automotive OEMs and other developers are 
offering apps for the car. The automotive industry is experiencing a shift that will 
gradually see vehicles defined more by the software they utilize and integrate 
than the hardware they are built on. As such, the significance of in-vehicle apps 
for both the industry and the overall user experience is increasing. These apps, 
developed by OEMs and third-party developers, aim at providing customers with 
the same functionality and convenience experienced in consumer electronics.

To make sense of the automotive app market for OEMs and developers, SBD has 
put together a comprehensive Automotive App Guide that includes everything 
OEMs and Third-party app developers need to know about how the market is 
evolving.

The guide draws a picture of the automotive app landscape by providing insight 
into the latest trends and activities from OEMs and Third-party players in their 
respective regions. It takes a deep dive into the in-vehicle and mobile 
app ecosystem, profiling and comparing the apps in OEM group offered from a 
broad selection of legacy OEMs and new players.

The guide is updated bi-annually with dedicated versions for Europe, China, and 
North America to help OEMs and developers stay on top of trends and up to date 
with this rapidly evolving landscape.

Section Content 

The Basics
Overview of the use case category that we have considered for 
the automotive app shown in the report and timeline of app 
development

Executive Summary

An overview of the mobile app market development, its 
consumers’ reception, and how 3rd party developers are gaining 
relevance for the automotive sector.

Conclusion: The overall strategic approach varies between OEMs 
and creates opportunities for 3rd party developers.

What’s New?

Identifies the latest trends, announcements and partnerships 
defining the app ecosystem.

Conclusion: Most OEMs expand their portfolio by adding new 
functions instead of developing separate apps and this ties in with 
the gradual consolidation of the market

Key Findings

A detailed look into the app categories, their availability, as well as 
the current development of built-in and mobile app environments, 
and the customers feedback. 

Conclusion: Many automotive groups are already active in this 
field, but in-house app development is growing slowly. A few 
groups and mostly premium OEMs seem to better capture the 
consumers’ expectations.

Summary Tables

Section listing in detail the app environment for each app 
automotive group.

Conclusion: There are significant differences in the OEMs 
approaches, but most are generally oriented toward 3rd party app 
implementation while built-in is quite rare and usually reserved to 
more premium products.

Go Deeper Can SBD help you with any unanswered questions?



Example slides 
from the report
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The Basics

Use cases of Apps

Types of Use cases

1
Pre-Journey

Apps improving the customer experience 
by facilitating vehicles’ servicing operations

Apps bringing useful functions during the 
drive and ranging from vehicle 
information, entertainment, localization, 
and trip information 

Apps developed for all the activities 
happening before a journey that concern 
a remote interaction with the vehicle

Apps aiding the driver in different post-journey actions, 
such as parking, locking the vehicle, and reporting driving 
behavior

2
Journey

3
Post-Journey

4

5
Buy

Smart Maintenance

Apps aimed at facilitating the purchasing 
process, from vehicle’s choice to options 
for financing, insurance, and offers

€

Apps define the way consumers use their devices. The definition has broadened over the years to include many more features or functions offered by
portable devices, including cars. In order to offer consumers the functionality they have become accustomed to in the consumer electronics world,
automotive OEMs and other developers offer apps for the car, or which can be used in the car. Apps are divided into 5 groups to distinguish the different
use cases within the ownership experience.

Automotive App Guide
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Key Findings

How? are the apps categorized

App Categories

• Dealer locator
• Schedule a service
• Service Reminder
• Servicing history

• Find parts & accessories

Pre-Journey

JourneyBuy

Post-
Journey

Smart 
Maintenance

• OEM website
• Explore & compare 

models
• Finance options/Quotes

• Current offers
• Book a test drive

• Insurance

• Destination send-to-car
• Find my car

• Remote monitoring
• Remote control

• Remote EV charging
• Car rental/sharing
• Concierge service
• Smartphone Key

• Privacy Portal

• Break down assistance
• Internet-based 

entertainment
• News/stock/sport
• Weather
• Health Alert
• Social networking/office
• EV Range map
• Navigation/directions
• Traffic information
• Travel information
• Vehicle functions guide
• Follow-me functionality
• Location sharing
• Entertainment – Music 

Entertainment –
Video/Netflix 

• Video Games
• Virtual Private Assistant
• Geo-Fencing

• Door lock/unlock
• Driving behavior analysis
• Remote Parking
• Parking reminder
• Smartphone Key

€

Overall Availability rate among OEM brands

• On average The two groups of apps whose services are 
featured most often are Journey, and Maintenance with 
72% or more.

• The Journey app group alone counts 18 different 
services which represent over 41% of the total.

• Journey-related services are featured overall in over 
61% of cases. 

• The least common set of features are the ones related to 
the purchase process and financing.

The chart shows the categories of apps covered and the use cases considered in each category
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Key Findings

Average Apps growth in regions 

Apps growth 

Regional growth of apps in Automotive industry

Key Highlights

• All three graphs display an upward trend, indicating a 
gradual automotive app market growth.

• The trend is much more evident in China, compared to 
Europe, where the slope is visible but less steep, and 
even more compared to the US where, over 2021, a 
significant decrease in the number of apps is visible.

• The difference is even more impressive, considering the 
fact that China’s total number of apps is around three 
times more that of the other two regions at 1253 in 
2022. Europe and the US ones are very similar varying 
between 298 and 315 in 2020, up to 379 and 365 in 
2022.

• The largest percentage increase is recorded in the US 
between 2021 and 2022, where after decreasing, the 
overall app count increased by over 15% to reach 339. 
China follows with a growth of over 14% over the 
second half of 2021 and the first one of 2022.
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Key Findings

Which? OEM apps ratings for Remote-control Apps are leading

Remote-control OEM apps
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OEMs

The chart below displays the rating ranked from best to worst of all the OEMs remote-control apps 

Key Highlights

• The graph above shows some interesting results and overall consistency with some automotive groups ranking in a similar part of the graph with different brands.

• Mercedes-Benz has the highest average rating, thanks to well-received apps such as Mercedes me Connect, and Mercedes me. This is an important result considering that Mercedes-
Benz is also the OEM that develops the highest number of in-house apps. The German company is only nearly matched by Alfa Romeo, with just 0.1 points less due to the good
reception of Alfa Connect and Alfa Romeo for Owners apps.

• GM Group performs consistently with three of its four brands scoring close to each other, with averages between 3.3 and 3.1. A similar situation can be observed for Hyundai, with
Genesis and Kia all averaging 2.6, and Ford with both Ford and Lincoln (3.3 and 3.4).

• Jaguar Land Rover, Toyota, and Honda instead have mixed results, with the two brands in each group scoring very different averages.
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Contact SBD Automotive

Contact Us

USA UK Germany India China Japan

Garren Carr
North America
garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
+1 734 619 7969

SBD Japan Sales Team
Japan, South Korea & Australia
postbox@sbdautomotive.com
+81 52 253 6201

SBD China Sales Team
China
salesChina@sbdautomotive.com
+86 18516653761

Andrea Sroczynski
Germany, North & East Europe 
andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
+49 211 9753153-1

Luigi Bisbiglia
UK, South & West Europe
luigibisbiglia@sbdautomotive.com
+44 1908 305102

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions or feedback about this 
research report or SBD Automotive’s consulting services, 
you can email us at info@sbdautomotive.com or discuss 
with your local account manager below.

Book a meeting

info@sbdautomotive.com
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